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Abstract
We present ongoing work on a system that accommodates player agency in a digital narrative with an external
plot. We focus on key events that should occur in that storyline for dramatic effect, but do not explicitly
specify the characters that should fill the roles needed for those events. Instead, we define them abstractly,
with characteristics that the selected characters should have (including previous events they should have
completed for eligibility), and rely on a Director construct to populate those roles from agents in the selection
pool that fit those criteria. Agents begin as largely homogeneous, primordial entities that accumulate data and
narrative value from the events in which they participate. This creates an environment that differentiates
characters by the actions they perform, conferring worth onto characters that become important to the player
based on their direct involvement in the plot. The focus, then, is on defining a priori the what of the narrative,
while leaving it to the Director construct to decide at runtime exactly who among a distributed pool of agents
carries it out.
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Abstract
We present ongoing work on a system that accommodates
player agency in a digital narrative with an external plot. We
focus on key events that should occur in that storyline for
dramatic effect, but do not explicitly specify the characters
that should ﬁll the roles needed for those events. Instead, we
deﬁne them abstractly, with characteristics that the selected
characters should have (including previous events they should
have completed for eligibility), and rely on a Director con-
struct to populate those roles from agents in the selection pool
that ﬁt those criteria. Agents begin as largely homogeneous,
primordial entities that accumulate data and narrative value
from the events in which they participate. This creates an en-
vironment that differentiates characters by the actions they
perform, conferring worth onto characters that become im-
portant to the player based on their direct involvement in the
plot. The focus, then, is on deﬁning a priori the what of the
narrative, while leaving it to the Director construct to decide
at runtime exactly who among a distributed pool of agents
carries it out.
Introduction
In real-time simulation or digital storytelling environments,
interactive virtual agents play an important role in establish-
ing player immersion and presence within the simulated set-
ting. These agents can appear in small groups with high lev-
els of visual and behavioral detail, or in much larger crowds
with less individual dimensionality and focus. In the former
scenario, high-ﬁdelity agents can select actions based on
complex motivations and planned narrative goals for com-
plex behaviors, while in larger numbers agent behavior is
usually based off of the emergent effects of path-ﬁnding and
locomotion (Stocker et al. 2010). Designing and executing
sophisticated behavior for large crowds poses an interesting
challenge from both a computational and authorship stand-
point, as having large numbers of autonomous agents rep-
resents a demanding and chaotic system that is difﬁcult to
control on a macroscopic level (Durupinar et al. 2011).
A strong base of work exists on animated large crowds
of homogeneous pedestrians for simulating large-scale ur-
ban areas (Farenc et al. 1999; Haciomeroglu, Laycock, and
Day 2008; Narain et al. 2009; Shao and Terzopoulos 2005),
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but this approach is only equipped to display agents walking
from place to place according to expected population den-
sity distributions and human crowding behavior. While path-
ﬁnding and locomotion are important for displaying a con-
vincing crowd of people, we believe that more sophisticated
behaviors are needed for truly immersive populated envi-
ronments. A restaurant and a shopping mall, for instance,
would not appear truly consistent without visitors eating and
shopping, respectively. Displaying agents as simply walk-
ing through these purposeful environments is not sufﬁcient.
Furthermore, they do not develop the agents presented in
their environments with the level of personiﬁcation needed
to drive a character narrative.
While agents could be made more sophisticated, driven by
individual impulses, large-scale high ﬁdelity agent simula-
tion becomes demanding with respect to resources. Adaptive
level of detail for agent simulation (Brom, Sˇery´, and Poch
2007) can help mitigate the computational cost, but does not
signiﬁcantly reduce the effort required to author the individ-
ualized behaviors of heterogeneous characters. Games like
The Sims 3 (Aaby 2011) successfully simulate large num-
bers of agents with their own needs and motivations, but
to tell a story with an externally-speciﬁed plot would re-
quire character goals to be more narrative-driven than hu-
man needs such as hunger, tiredness, or the drive for success
or acquisition of resources. These systems lend themselves
well to environments where a story emerges from the char-
acters’ interactions (i.e., the player can superimpose a narra-
tive on the sequence of events as presented), but they do not
as easily support digital narratives where a dramatic arc is at
least partially speciﬁed a priori and then maintained by the
program.
Instead, we are developing a system that differentiates
agents by the actions they perform and narrative roles they
ﬁll. We centralize narrative development in a controlling en-
tity called a Director, similar to those of (Bates 1992) and
(Magerko et al. 2004). Our Director system, however, is re-
sponsible for populating an environment with “primordial”,
undifferentiated agents and then selecting some of them to
perform tasks important to the storyline encoded and pro-
vided by the author. We codify agent actions in a manner
similar to the Smart Event paradigm, each deﬁned by the
author so as to comprise a lexicon of transitory agent behav-
iors. As agents participate in events, they accumulate data
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and can satisfy the prerequisites for subsequent, dependent
events. An agent in a park having bought a hot dog from a
vendor cart as part of a ”purchase” Smart Event would now
be eligible to be selected for a second Smart Event which is
designed for an agent to sit on a bench and have them eat a
meal. This causality can be applied for short-term enforce-
ment of consistency, or to develop long-term narrative arcs
over the course of a digital story. This accumulation of infor-
mation is monotonic, so that as agents become important to
the Director by virtue of their participation in events, we re-
tain the information that differentiates them (aside from tran-
sitory qualities, such as being hungry or holding a suitcase,
that expire when no longer valid). This follows traditional
progression: the scene is ﬁrst established on the whole, and
then characters are introduced as they perform the actions
that make them signiﬁcant.
The question then becomes how we select agents to ﬁll
these narrative roles and acquire importance from the per-
spective of the story. We present our ongoing work on this
topic in the rest of this paper. First, we discuss the event-
driven architecture that enables the higher-level decisions
upon which our system relies, and then motivate the factors
involved in populating those events. We end with a discus-
sion and road map for the future.
Event-Driven Behavior
Since we primarily differentiate agents by their actions (as
perceived by the player), our system centralizes behavior to
the events in which agents particpiate. Agents possess their
own behavior logic, but on their own agents do not perform
very sophisticated actions (restricted to, for example, wan-
dering around, checking a wristwatch, reading a book, and
so on). Complex behaviors (and multi-agent interaction) is
managed by a lexicon of events, each with its own data struc-
ture representing the decision process and control logic dic-
tating what an agent should do at each step while involved
in that event. For instance, to display two agents haggling
over the purchase of an item, one would involve those two
agents in a bartering event, which would ﬁrst instruct both
agents to display greeting animations, and then in turn tell
each agent to play the animations of gestures indicating ne-
gotation. The control of each agent would be passed to the
event itself, which has full authority over each agent for the
duration.
Centralizing behavior logic to the speciﬁc events that oc-
cur simpliﬁes authoring in two ways. For one, the author
can fully control each agent directly in the event, as opposed
to being forced to design agents so that they respond to a
chain of messages passed by one to the other. Secondly, once
one or more agents are selected to perform the event and
the event is instantiated over them, no further intervention
is needed on the part of the Director construct to steer that
event – the progression of the event is entirely managed by
the event itself.
The Director construct, then, is responsible for select-
ing an appropriate event from the event lexicon, identify-
ing which available agents (agents that are not currently in-
volved with other, more important events) should perform
it, and then dispatching the instantiated event to them. The
agents perform the event in a location speciﬁed by the Di-
rector, and when the events end, the agents return to their
baseline idle behaviors and return to the pool of available
agents to be selected for another event. The Director does
not need to be involved in the event once it has been instan-
tiated, though events can be overridden by one another based
on a priority system.
There are several ways for deciding which event to ex-
ecute. For background characters maintaining the ambience
of a scene, we can select events based on a probability distri-
bution of desired events for a location. A park, for instance,
should have a number of people sitting on the grass, others
reading books on benches or riding bicycles – all in vari-
ous malleable proportion. For an overarching story, a plan-
ner can determine events to dispatch to characters based on
character goals and factors such as the dramatic intensity of
a sequence of events. What is important is that the lexicon
of events is the same between these two decision systems.
Background characters driven by probability distributions
receive the same data structures to execute their events as the
pivotal plot characters for which events are being planned.
As a result, agents can move between these two groups: an
agent that at one point was reading a newspaper in the back-
ground of a scene for ambiance can suddenly be “promoted”
to interacting with the player in a story-driving fashion as a
pivotal plot character without any interchange of the agent’s
control structure. The only fundamental difference between
unsubstantiated background agents and principal characters
is that the latter group has performed actions that personify
them in the eyes of the player, and so we retain data from
those actions, when performed, for causality.
Towards Adaptive Narrative
We primarily encounter two types of interactive narrative,
each with different allowances for player agency. Our deﬁ-
nitions are guided by, but differ slightly from those of (El-
Nasr 2007) in order to underscore a speciﬁc distinction. The
ﬁrst type is what we refer to as emergent narrative, in which
the story progresses in a manner similar to a soap opera –
characters interact in small-scale interpersonal dramas, but
no global story arc is maintained. Emergent narratives are
realized in systems like UNIVERSE (Lebowitz 1984) and
game series like The Sims (Aaby 2011), where character as-
sets and drives perpetually feed a generative plot with no
external objectives. In emergent narrative, player agency is
intuitively accounted for because the characters operate re-
ﬂexively on local motivations. If a player interferes with a
character, then that character’s assets or drives will be ac-
cordingly modiﬁed and the character will react based on its
current state and goals. There is no need to worry about a de-
viation from some story arc because the effects of the player
interference become part of that story itself.
The second type of interactive narrative is what we term
driven narrative, in which a designer speciﬁes an overarch-
ing plot to which the narrative at least loosely adheres in
order to tell an intended story. Here, player agency is usu-
ally considered to be directly at odds with the constraints of
the story we wish to tell (or “make”, as in (Knoller 2010)).
We must give a player some manner of control so that she
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feels invested in the progression and outcome of the narra-
tive, but cannot allow the player to violate the preconditions
necessary to advance the story. Fortunately, an event-centric
authoring approach gives us the methodology to approach
this problem. We can design narrative based on the types
of incidents we want to occur, while allowing the system to
specify at runtime the manner in which the event occurs and
which characters are involved. This resource ﬂexibility en-
ables us to permit more player agency, since we can exploit
the ﬂuidity of assets available to the Director.
While selecting which event we instantiate at a given time
is important, we instead focus here on on selecting the agents
to fulﬁll each of the roles in the event. Picking agents selec-
tively allows us to enforce microscopic agent-speciﬁc con-
sistency, but gives the Director more difﬁculty in populating
the events it wishes to invoke. Conversely, picking agents
without discrimination allows the Director to populate more
events at the cost of reasonable agent causality. We further
deﬁne that scale as the “1-∃-∀” scale, as illustrated in Fig.
1. On the bottom axis, the “1” represents selecting a unique,
individual agent in the environment, such as an agent with a
particular name or identiﬁer, to ﬁll a role. If we focus intently
on this agent, we can model all necessary state attributes and
ensure that the agent acts only in a way consistent with its
previous set of actions. This leans towards a full-simulation
approach, but by making any event in the narrative explicitly
dependent on this agent, we lose the ability to adapt to this
agent’s removal from the environment or occupation with
another important event.
Figure 1: “1-∃-∀” scale of narrative adaptability by agent
selection paradigm.
The ∃ − ∀ range represents a sliding scale of selectivity.
On the less adaptive side, the ∃ represents a degree of restric-
tiveness such that there may be only one or very few agents
in the environment. More restrictiveness means that we can
afford to only pick agents that could most plausibly be in-
volved in the intended event (say, selecting an agent to dis-
play drinking coffee from among a pool of only those agents
we’ve displayed purchasing coffee), and so the player is less
likely to notice inconsistencies. However, this could cause
situations where no agents ﬁt the expected criteria and the
intended event cannot be executed, thus impeding on the role
of the Group Coordinator. On the surface this appears to only
prevent the execution of a single event, but the consequences
could be more severe if the event and its timing were crucial
to plot progression. As we slide in event selectivity towards
unrestricted admission of agents (“∀”), we experience the
opposite dilemma. Unsurprisingly, this delineates a tradeoff.
It is left to the scenario designer to choose a point along the
axis depending on context but with the knowledge of this
compromise.
Of course, event selection can become more speciﬁc over
time. We begin with very few predesignated principal char-
acters, as it is possible for agents to begin as undifferenti-
ated background characters and later acquire importance by
performing pivotal events. In this way, we attribute data to
characters as they acquire value to the narrative. If an essen-
tial plot character is somehow removed from the environ-
ment and we still need to accomplish an event critical to the
plot, it may be necessary to “promote” a background char-
acter to fulﬁll an equivalent narrative role. This is possible
because events are interchangeably populated with types of
characters, rather than speciﬁc agents in the environment. In
this situation, we monotonically increase the amount of data
stored about that agent. That is, as agents become more vi-
tal to the plot (we keep a history of the key narrative events
in which the agent participated), we attribute more informa-
tion to them. Once we do so, however, that information must
persist so that we do not later contradict it. Because we are
limited in the amount of data we can feasibly store about
each agent, it is important to very carefully select the agents
worth promoting with persistent data in this fashion.
As agents acquire importance, it may be necessary to
retroactively develop them as well. There are methods for
developing this information – (Lucie Kucˇerova´ and Kadlec
2010) discusses planning the long-term history (major life
events) of an agent based on its current status in the sim-
ulation, while Alibi Generation (Sunshine-Hill and Badler
2010) focuses more on the short-term. In the latter case,
however, we already maintain to some extent a short his-
tory of recent dispatched events for an agent, which can be
used for justifying later actions performed.
The process for agent selection, then, proceeds as follows.
For an agent to ﬁll a narrative role in an event, we deﬁne
the prerequisites for that role to be ﬁlled (these may include
having completed other events). When we instantiate that
event, we search for any agent that meets the prerequisites
and weight the search by other factors, such as proximity
and visibility. If a suitable match is found, that agent is se-
lected for that role in the event, the event executes, and we
keep a history of any residual data stored in the agent from
that event (including its successful completion). If no match
is found, we select the closest candiate to the proﬁle. If that
closest match needs to execute a chain of events before be-
ing eligible for the current role (these are broad-scale, in
the sense that “getting hired” precedes “getting a promo-
tion”), we begin that agent along that course of prerequisite
events. This relies on the use of a planner, but is handled
more implicitly in the event dispatch itself. If no agent suit-
ably matches the proﬁle to begin with, we cancel that event
and see if we can ﬁnd an event with similar dramatic effect.
This searching process leads to more robust narratives, since
we can use the pool of available agents to better accommo-
date unforseen situations while still telling a story. Nowhere
do we specify a particular individual for these narrative arcs.
The author speciﬁes the story based on what occurs, and the
Director construct selects who realizes it. We believe this en-
ables narrative where control is balanced between the player
and the storyline in a world where characters can be inter-
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rupted and distracted by the player at any time.
Conclusions
While this represents ongoing work, the key idea is to de-
ﬁne narrative incidents and constrain the simulation so that
they must occur, while leaving ﬂexibility in the manner in
which they are executed. This is primarily accomplished
through dynamically populating the roles of those incidents
(i.e., the ﬁreﬁghters, bystanders, and victims of a ”building
ﬁre” event) based on the player-malleable state of the situa-
tion. Player agency, by its nature, precludes an author antic-
ipating every possible sequence of events the player might
initiate. Therefore, we must develop adaptive narratives that
build upon the player’s participation while still telling, to
some degree, an author-speciﬁed plot.
We do not predetermine the agents intended to participate
in the events we author, but still need agents to perform each
role. As such, we deﬁne selection criteria based on the con-
text of the event. For memorable roles that the player will
remember, these are more stringent restrictions (the partic-
ipating agent must have completed some other events, and
have certain characteristics such as the proper ‘costume’).
For other roles, such as bystanders, or a waiter in a restau-
rant, we can permissively select agents convenient to the
context. This distinction is delineated by the “1-∃-∀” scale
we deﬁne, which illustrates the balance between consistency
and robustness.
The system begins with a speciﬁed series of events, and
a distribution of available “primordial” agents, and selects
and applies appropriate agents for the roles of the speciﬁed
behaviors. In performing the speciﬁed events, the agents be-
come differentiated, both in the eyes of the player and in
the data they accumulate as part of a plot-relevant event his-
tory (which then renders them eligible for some subsequent
events). This way the plot can progress around the player
– the particular fashion in which it proceeds inﬂuenced by
the actions of the player and the agents she involves in those
actions.
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